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Photochromic cycling glasses Rockbros 10161

Rockbros photochromic cycling glasses 10161
Improve your visibility while cycling or driving! Glasses by Rockbros provide effective photochromism in all weather conditions. They will
protect your eyes from UV rays and effectively increase your comfort. The 10161 model features a universal design. The set comes with
corrective eyeglass frames, which you can use at the same time with Rockbros glasses, and accessories for convenient storage of the
product.
 
Effective eye protection
Eyeglasses by Rockbros will  be great for cycling and car enthusiasts, as well as travelers whose destination is often the coastal areas.
The photochromic glasses provide effective UV 400 protection, change tint depending on the level of light intensity, make colors more
saturated and effectively filter out glare, providing better visibility on the road and increasing safety while driving. By using them, you
will take care of the health of your eyes and improve your visibility. The transparent glasses are made of durable PC plastic.
 
Attention to detail
Rockbros goggles are characterized by their versatility and are a must-have for every cyclist and driver. Thanks to the well-thought-out
design, the product is extremely lightweight, stably holds in place and is very comfortable to use. The set comes with corrective eyeglass
frames, which you can comfortably use at the same time as the 10161. Take the glasses on a ride and see how much comfort you will
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gain from the many features. For added convenience, the set comes with a case and pouch in which you can safely store the product.
 
Included:
Eyeglass frames x1
Photochromic glasses x1
Eyeglasses case x1
Corrective eyeglasses frames x1
Eyeglasses case x1
Eyeglasses cloth x1
Manufacturer
Rockbros
Model
10161
Application
Cycling/Driving/In coastal areas
Frame color
Black-red
Frame material
TR
Lens type
Photochromic
Lens material
Polycarbon
UV protection
400 nm
Weight
29 g

Preço:

€ 29.00

Atividades e lazer, Acessórios para bicicletas
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